About the Foundation
Established in 1961, the RCTC Foundation is a tax exempt non-profit charitable institution. The mission of the Foundation is to provide support to students and programs at RCTC, enhancing the quality of education and the future of our students. We do this by providing scholarships, hosting fundraising events, connecting alumni, and through our fundraising efforts for the Rochester Regional Stadium.

Scholarships for Returning Students

Computer or Technology Majors
• David and Sue Dripps Scholarship
• Kreutzman-McGannon Scholarship
• Renee and Bill Brunner Scholarship
• Steve Bakke Memorial Scholarship
• Stewart, Webster, Hummer Scholarship
• Vicki, Kent, Todd Brunner Scholarship

Business Majors
• “E.Z” Earl Atkinson Memorial Scholarship
• 716 Scholarship
• American Business Women’s Association Rochester Charter Chapter Scholarship
• Charles and Marietta (Sonnenberg) Sandberg Scholarship
• Coty/Vakos Scholarship
• Hill Memorial Scholarship
• Renee and Bill Brunner Scholarship
• Rochester Commercial Banks Scholarship
• Stewart, Webster, Hummer Scholarship
• Suzanne Kavanaugh Dinusson, Women in Business Scholarship
• Vicki, Kent, Todd Brunner Scholarship
• Wade Family Scholarship
• Wells Fargo Scholarship

Finance/Economics Majors
• Paul Labinski Scholarship
• Rochester Commercial Banks Scholarship
• Stewart, Webster, Hummer Scholarship

English Majors
• English Department Scholarship

Mass Communications/Journalism Majors
• 716 Scholarship
• ABC 6 News Scholarship
• Charles and Marietta (Sonnenberg) Sandberg Scholarship
• Greg Sellnow Journalism Memorial Scholarship

Music/Arts/Theater Majors
• Art + Design Department Scholarship
• Charles Hill Music Scholarship
• Charles Hill Theater Scholarship
• Hafar Family Music Scholarship
• Ray Mikesh Distinguished Theatre Scholarship
• Rick Stelling Memorial Scholarship
• Susan Dobbe Memorial Scholarship
• Woodwind Scholarship

Become a fan on Facebook
www.facebook.com/RCTCFoundation

www.rctc.edu/foundation
851 30th Avenue SE | Rochester, MN 55904
507.281.7771 | TTY Relay # 1.800.627.3529
RCTC Foundation Scholarships for Returning Students

Other conditions for eligibility may apply. For a complete listing of scholarship criteria or to access the application, visit www.rctc.edu/scholarships. The scholarship application opens every year on December 15.

Based upon Financial Need
- Aase, Gatti, Munsch Scholarship
- Calvary Episcopal Church and Community Service Scholarship
- Don and Stephanie Supalla Scholarship
- John and Rita Hunt Scholarship
- Marge Allen Memorial Scholarship
- Neil Anderson Scholarship

Based on Student Demographics
- Alice Tashjian Scholarship
- Gould Family Scholarship
- Jane Toft Memorial Scholarship
- Lyman and Jean Green Memorial Scholarship
- Matt Smith Scholarship
- Mike Klampe Memorial Scholarship
- Rochester International Association/Phyllis Layton Scholarship
- UCR Asian Student Association Scholarship

Based on Student Achievement
- George Gibbs Memorial Scholarship
- Presidential Second Year Scholarship

Extracurricular Involvement
- Anthony Saponari Scholarship
- Charles Hill Music Scholarship
- Charles Hill Theatre Scholarship
- Edland, Edland, and Olson Scholarship
- Iris Fried Student Support Services Scholarship
- Kathy Richardson Scholarship
- Reif Female Academic Scholarship
- Rick Stelling Memorial Scholarship

Community Service/Volunteer Work
- Calvary Episcopal Church and Community Service Scholarship
- RCTC Foundation Scholarship
- Reif Female Academic Scholarship
- Don and Stephanie Supalla Scholarship

Liberal Arts Majors
- Lavine Family Scholarship

Medical/Dental Majors
- 40 & 8 Cabane Scholarship
- 40 & 8 Voiture 327 Scholarship
- Dr. Harold and Lorraine T. Perry Scholarship
- Franklin H. Sim Scholarship
- John and Sandra MacLaughlin Practical Nursing Scholarship
- Minnesota Association of Orthodontists Scholarship
- Myrtle R. Fleischer Scholarship
- Neva and Rachel Kuehn Scholarship
- Oelke Family Foundation of the St. Paul Foundation Nursing Scholarship
- Olmsted Medical Center Scholarship
- RCTC Nursing Forum Scholarship
- Rochester Masonic Lodge Scholarship
- Roger Ready Memorial Scholarship
- Ruth and Frank Heck Scholarship
- St. Mary’s Auxiliary Scholarship
- St. Mary's Hospital Scholarship
- Southeastern Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery Associates Scholarship
- Stewart, Webster, Hummer Scholarship
- Vicki, Kent, Todd Brunner Scholarship
- Zumbro Valley Dental Society Scholarships
- Zumbro Valley Medical Society Scholarship

Science/Math Related Majors
- Hoffman Scholarship
- Kreutzman-McGannon Scholarship
- Paul Labinski Scholarship
- Science Department Scholarship
- Stewart, Webster, Hummer Scholarship

Social Sciences Majors
- Bateman Family Scholarship

Education/Teaching Majors
- Hill Memorial Scholarship
- Holmquist, Nolte, Reed Scholarship

Technical/Trade Majors
- American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-conditioning Engineers Scholarship (BUM, CAD, Mechanical Engineering majors)
- Dan Chick Memorial Scholarship (BUM)
- Hoffman Technical Scholarship
- Kenneth McGhie Memorial Scholarship (Engineering Technology)
- Minnesota Society of Professional Engineers Scholarship (Engineering Technology)
- MVMF Scholarship (Vet Technology)
- National Association of Women in Construction Scholarship (Engineering, BUM, carpentry, Machine tool trade)
- Otto Haling Scholarship (Auto Mechanics)
- Steve Bakke Memorial Scholarship (Engineering)
- T. Emil and Dorothy Gauthier Scholarship (CAD, Mechanical Drafting, BUM)
- Walter Swenberg (Engineering)

Horticulture or Environment-Related Majors
- Christopher Lee Struckmann Memorial Horticulture Scholarship
- Eric Schwanke Outdoorsman Memorial Scholarship
- Izaak Walton League, Rochester Chapter, Scholarship
- John, Adolph, and Pauline Peterson Horticulture Scholarship
- People’s Cooperative Services Scholarship
- Rochester Garden & Flower Club Scholarship
- Shades of Green Hosta Society of Southeast MN Scholarship
- Vern Bushlack Horticulture Scholarship

Social Service Majors
- Eric Schwanke Outdoorsman Memorial Scholarship (Law Enforcement, Criminal Justice, Emergency Medical Technology, Environmental)